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Set of 8 filters Freewell DJI Osmo Pocket 3

Freewell DJI Osmo Pocket 3 - All Day -8Pack.
The All Day Kit is a complete set of 8 filters designed for the DJI Osmo Pocket 3. The set includes ND8/PL, ND16/PL, ND32/PL, ND64/PL,
CPL, ND8, ND16 and ND32 filters, allowing you to reduce the amount of light entering the lens, as well as achieve advanced effects such
as reducing glare on the water surface while increasing exposure time. Create breathtaking images and experiment with Freewell filters!
The filters are lightweight and have a magnetic design, and they install in no time. You'll find a special case to store the filters and a cloth
included.
 
CPL filter
The CPL polarizing filter is designed to reduce reflected light from various surfaces while ensuring color neutrality. It is lightweight and
has been coated with a special  coating to ensure optimal image quality.  Your photos can gain even more depth and will  impress with
their naturalness.
 
ND filters
ND (Neutral Density) optical filters allow you to reduce the amount of light reaching the sensor of your camera or camcorder, without
changing the color or tone of the photo. These filters are very useful when you need to increase the exposure time or increase the depth
of field, but at the same time maintain the right exposure. As a result, you will get a blur of moving elements - such as water or clouds.
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ND/PL optical filters
In the set you will find 4 different ND/PL filters. This is a combination of ND (Neutral Density) filter and CPL (Circular Polarizing) filter. They
combine the properties of  both filters,  so you can get fantastic effects.  They are used to reduce the amount of  light and allow you to
increase the exposure time. You can get the effect of blurring water or clouds in your photographs. Moreover, ND/PL allow you to reduce
glare from surfaces such as water, glass, etc. Using the filters will allow you to get clearer, more natural landscape photos. ND/PL filters
are available in various degrees of light reduction and polarization, allowing you to match them to specific lighting conditions and the
effect you want.
 
Included
Filters
Case
Cleaning cloth
	Manufacturer	
	Freewell
	Model	
	FW-OP3-ALD
	Compatibility	
	DJI Osmo Pocket 3
	Filter type	
	ND8/PL, ND16/PL, ND32/PL, ND64/PL, CPL, ND8, ND16 and ND32
	Optical coatings	
	Dustproof, scratch-resistant, oil-resistant

Price:

€ 96.00

Drones, Accessories, Filters, DJI Mavic, Mavic 3
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